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WELCOME
Over the years, DreamTrips™ has grown into one of the largest travel clubs in the 

world, and as we’ve grown, our membership has become richer and more rewarding.

To help familiarise you with all the exciting components of your membership and help 

you start creating your DreamTrips moments, we’ve put together this overview of the 

membership programme. We’re excited to have you join our community. If you should 

need anything, email us at dtsupport@worldventures.com. We’ll do everything we 

can to make sure this is one of the best decisions of your life!

We’re constantly evaluating the DreamTrips Membership to ensure we’re providing 

phenomenal benefits for you.

to the DreamTrips family.
We’re so glad you’re part of our community. 



In an entire lifetime of 
memories, there are a 
handful of moments that 
really matter. 

Check out our members’ 
DreamTrips moments from 
around the world. 
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*DreamTrips shown are illustrative. WorldVentures™ does not guarantee that 
these specific or similar trips are currently available.



We want to help new DreamTrips Members 
create DreamTrips moments with the You 
Should Be Here!® sign. We have so much to offer, 
we do not want you to miss a beat. So, here are 
three simple steps to help get you started:
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1
Download the 
DreamTrips app.
Get it from the App Store® or Google 
Play™ and create your profile. This 
will be your portal for all things 
DreamTrips. Explore and start 
creating your bucket list.

Book a 
DreamTrip today.
On your first getaway, experience the 
difference between a DreamTrip and 
a regular holiday — and redeem extra 
DreamTrips Points towards it when 
you book within 90 days of signing 
up! Plus, we’ll give you extra points 
after your first trip, which you can use 
towards future DreamTrips.

Explore 
DreamTrips Local.
See how you can start using your 
benefits every day with our new 
restaurant, spa and entertainment 
programme in select markets that 
awards you DreamTrips Points just for 
dining out. Imagine dining your way 
towards your next DreamTrip!

    BEGINNING YOUR 

JOURNEY

Now, dig in and begin to experience more with your new DreamTrips Membership …



Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe
3-day, 2-night stay at Cresta  
Sprayview Hotel
Includes:
• Sunset dinner cruise
• 2 breakfasts and 2 dinners

US$169 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary based on travel dates. 
DreamTrips Points are applied per booking. Airfare is not included. 
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+75 +150

+50 +100

Book Now. Save. Get Rewarded!

REDEEM extra DreamTrips 
Points towards your first getaway 
when you book it within 90 days of 
activating your membership!

RECEIVE extra DreamTrips 
Points after your first  
trip booked within your first 
90 days! 

Existing DreamTrips Gold limit

Existing DreamTrips Platinum limit

NEW MEMBERS CAN

100
150

WELCOME PROGRAMME 
POINTS RECEIVED
AT SIGN-UP 

FIRST 90 DAYS AFTER FIRST TRIP

173

305

DreamTrips Gold 

DreamTrips Platinum

RECEIVE DreamTrips  
Points at sign-up that can be 
used immediately.

DT Points

DT Points

Just look for the points icon when 
looking at any DreamTrip to see the total 
number of points you can apply per trip. 
See page 28 for more details.

150
225



Nyeri, Kenya
3-day, 2-night stay at Tafaria Castle  
& Country Lodge
Includes:
•  Half-day game drive and admission to the  

Solio Game Reserve and nature park
• Disco night at the hotel with disc jockey entertainment
• 2 breakfasts, 1 lunch and 2 dinners

US$169 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary based on travel 
dates. DreamTrips Points are applied per booking. Airfare is not included.
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Grab a friend or loved 
one; your DreamTrips 
moment awaits!

NEW MEMBERS CAN

100
150



Johannesburg, South Africa
3-day, 2-night stay at Misty 
Hills Country Hotel
Includes:
• Welcome reception
• 300-rand spa voucher
• 2 breakfasts and 2 dinners

US$169 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary based on travel dates. 
DreamTrips Points are applied per booking. Airfare is not included.
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The Drakensberg, South Africa
3-day, 2-night stay at Cathedral 
Peak Hotel
Includes:
• Welcome reception
• Midday and mid-afternoon tea
• 2 breakfasts and 2 dinners

US$219 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary based on travel dates. 
DreamTrips Points are applied per booking. Airfare is not included. 

NEW MEMBERS CAN

100
150

NEW MEMBERS CAN

100
150
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Both levels of our membership include a wide assortment of services to make your life easier. When DreamTrips started more 

than 10 years ago, we had a very simple idea: Make it easier for people on any budget to have worry-free, world-class travel 

experiences where they get treated like a VIP. DreamTrips are the foundation of our membership and they always will be. 

We start by eliminating much of the stress of travel planning. You already know the dream destinations on your bucket list — 

whether they are Paris, New York, Sydney or Beijing. The problems are in the details: Where to stay? What to do? Who to 
trust? How to get the most fun for your money and see and do the most with the time you have? Our DreamTrips travel 

experts do it all for you, from vetting the hotels and resorts to planning the best excursions. Before every DreamTrip, we send 

you a complimentary travel guide full of valuable insights about your destination, including insider tips like what to pack and 

information about local customs. 

A DreamTrip Isn’t a Typical Holiday.

North America, Asia, Europe & Africa’s  

Leading Travel Club in 2014, 2015, 2016 & 2017
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Throughout your DreamTrip, you’ll enjoy little perks and extras to help make your DreamTrip even more exceptional — 

there’s an In-destination Support team member on most DreamTrips who can assist you with things like booking extra 

excursions to troubleshooting if something goes wrong. You’ll also enjoy a special Welcome Reception when you arrive, 

unique and exciting excursions and activities and more! 

A DreamTrip is unlike any travel experience you’ve ever had. We know that once you take a DreamTrip, you will never look at 

travelling the same way and you are very likely going to be a member for life.

“There’s a difference between a
                   holiday and a DreamTrip.”

- Wayne Nugent
WorldVentures and DreamTrips Founder and Chief Visionary Officer 
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150
225

Just look for the points icon when looking at any DreamTrip  
to see the total number of points you can apply per trip.  
See page 28 for more details.

Thousands of exclusive, pre-planned DreamTrips per year.    
Log in to your DreamTrips account (via the DreamTrips app or DreamTrips.com) 
to browse available DreamTrips. We take the guesswork out of planning 
the perfect holiday by carefully selecting accommodations and creating 
experiences that meet our DreamTrips standards. Find the one you like, 
book it and you’re ready to go.
 

Includes your household.
Family is important to us. As we welcome you into our family, know 
yours is welcome too. Your membership includes you plus one (your 
spouse, significant other or a guest) as well as any dependents under 
18 years of age.

A DreamTrips In-destination Support team member on 
most DreamTrips. 
Like you, our support team members are valued parts of the DreamTrips 
family. In-destination Support team members are on-site for most 
DreamTrips, to provide you with unprecedented levels of service 
throughout your trip. When an In-destination Support team member is 
available, he or she will serve as your liaison to the hotel or resort, can 
assist with finding quality excursions and activities, solve problems you 
might run into, and help guide you to more DreamTrips moments.

We value your loyalty. 
That’s why for every dollar you spend on your DreamTrips Membership 
we give you an equal amount of DreamTrips Points to use towards 
DreamTrips. So just by becoming a new member, you have at least 200 
DreamTrips Points.

DREAMTRIPS

BENEFITS
A hallmark of the DreamTrips experience is that you’re not just a 
number … you’re a VIP! To ensure you feel like the rock star you 
are, we provide the following benefits for all membership levels:

FOR ALL MEMBERSHIP LEVELS



Booking Engine
Being a DreamTrips Member is like 
having a friend in the travel business. 
As a DreamTrips Member, you can book 
flights, hotels, rental cars, cruises, holiday 
rentals and more. Our booking engine is 
designed to save you time while giving you 
competitive rates.

Flight Accident Insurance
Flying with extra peace of mind. When 
you book airfare through our Booking 
Engine, you automatically receive up to 
US$200,000 of flight accident insurance at 
no extra costs to you.4
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Additional BENEFITS:

Taking the guesswork out of booking 
travel. Airline and hotel prices can fluctuate 
dramatically. Knowing when to book and 
get the best fare can be a mystery. We 
help eliminate that concern. Book your 
airfare or hotel with total confidence 
because once you do, our proprietary 
technology proactively monitors your fare. 
If the fare changes after you’ve booked 
it, RateShrinker automatically rebooks 
you at the lower rate and refunds you the 
difference.3
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In addition to your DreamTrips benefits (available on 
virtually every trip), each DreamTrip is designed with 
different perks to enhance and complement your 
experience. Each perk is often based on the location 
and theme of your DreamTrip. 

Certain perks, such as airport transfers, make sense 
on some trips but not the ones many people drive to. 
For another example, your DreamTrip to China might 
include a personal tour guide, whereas your trip to New 
York may include Broadway show tickets for two. So 
we always consider the best perks to benefit the 
majority of our members.

THESE SITUATIONAL PERKS 
CAN INCLUDE:

(Vary by trip.)

Show or event tickets

Excursions

Hotel credit to be used at 
onsite restaurants, spas  

and other activities

DREAMTRIPS
PERKS



Durban, Kwazulu-Natal, 
South Africa
3-day, 2-night stay at the  
Fairmont Zimbali Resort
Includes:
•  Access to the beach, nature watching, 

spa, shopping and one of the best golf 
courses in South Africa

• 2 breakfasts and 1 dinner

US$239 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel dates. Does 
not include airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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NEW MEMBERS CAN

125
188



Litochoro, Greece
4-day, 3-night stay at the Hotel Olympus 
Mediterranean
Includes:
• Wine tasting in Olympus
• Complimentary use of indoor swimming pool and sauna
• 15% discount on spa treatments 
• 3 breakfasts, 1 lunch and 1 dinner

US$169 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel dates. Does 
not include airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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NEW MEMBERS CAN

100
150



Kasane, Botswana
4-day, 3-night stay at  
Chobe Safari Lodge
Includes:
• Early morning game drive
• Afternoon game drive 
• Day trip to Victoria Falls
• Private boat cruise
• 3 breakfasts, 1 lunch and 3 dinners

US$369 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel 
dates. Does not include airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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NEW MEMBERS CAN

150
225



HERE’S A 
GLIMPSE INTO 
THE FIRST 
DECADE OF 
DREAMTRIPS. 
WE ARE SO 
GLAD YOU’RE 
WITH US FOR 
DECADE TWO!

2005
DreamTrips Launched in 
the United States

2009
International  
Expansion Began

2010
DreamTrips Launched 
in Botswana, Kenya and 
South Africa

2014
DreamTrips Platinum 
Launched

2014
DreamTrips Platinum 
Launched

2015
DreamTrips App Released 
for All DreamTrips Members

DreamTrips Celebrated 
10th Anniversary
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DREAMTRIPS
EVOLUTION

DreamTrips launched more than 10 years ago with the idea of making world-class holidays available to anyone. 
Our goal was to offer one amazing experience per month, and we even crafted the tag line, “Take the trip of a 
lifetime, monthly.” In 2017, we offered more than 6,000 trips worldwide to our members!

DreamTrips Members all over the world are packing more dream holidays into a year than many people enjoy in a 
lifetime. Moreover, we’ve expanded member benefits to dining, concierge service and more, making DreamTrips 
one of the  world’s premier travel memberships.  



Booking engine

2011
DreamTrips Gold 
Launched

2012
Rovia® RateShrinker 
Technology Launched 

2013
DreamTrips Points 
Introduced

2016
DreamTrips Local Launched 
Dine your way towards a DreamTrip!
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in Uganda 
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Access to  
DreamTrips 

Household Included

Automatic 
Flight Accident 

Insurance2

Price 
Pledge

World-class 
Booking Engine

Our RateShrinker2 

Technology

An In-destination 
Support Team 

Member on  
Most DreamTrips

Botswana 
US$40.98/month 
US$172.99/initial

Kenya 
US$40.98/month 
US$172.99/initial

South Africa 
US$47.13/month 
US$198.94/initial

Uganda 
US$40.98/month    
US$172.99/initial

Zimbabwe 
US$40.98/month    
US$172.99/initial

+ 173 Points upon Enrolment
+ 492 Points on Anniversary Date

DreamTrips Gold Membership

Actual DreamTrips Photo: Santorini, Greece

Membership prices are inclusive of each country’s VAT tax rate.



DreamTrips Concierge
We can all use a helping hand from time to time. Now 

you have one 24/7. Our personalised concierge service 
can help with restaurant reservations, directions, 

tickets to a show, product research and more.

Net Rates
When you log in to the DreamTrips app or DreamTrips.com 

and book travel through our booking engine, you’ll get 
access to “net rates” without travel agent commissions. 
Our booking engine provides a superior experience and 

value compared to public travel sites. 
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Bring DreamTrips home with you! Unlock 
services and savings to make life easier, even 
between your DreamTrips experiences.

Earn Travel
Net rates unavailable? Earn the equivalent of 50% (100% if 
Platinum) of any discount refund generated when you book 

travel at retail to use on future travel. 

DREAMTRIPS

GOLD



Melbourne, Australia
6-day, 5-night stay at the Vibe Savoy Hotel
Includes:
•  Full-day Yarra Valley & Dandenong tour including 

Bird Life Grant’s Reserve
• 1 lunch and 2 dinners
•  Full-day (12-hour) Phillip Island tour with a stop at 

the Koala Conservation centre

US$569 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel dates. 
Does not include airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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Want to stay longer?
Regardless of whether your DreamTrip is within driving 
distance or requires you to fly overseas, at your request 
the DreamTrips coordinator can check availability to 
better accommodate you at the DreamTrips rate.*

*Based on availability.

NEW MEMBERS CAN

170
255



Pattaya & Bangkok, Thailand
6-day, 5-night stay at 2 hotels in  
Pattaya & Bangkok, Thailand

 3 nights at Amari Ocean Pattaya and 
2 nights at Amari Watergate Bangkok

Includes:
• Nong Nooch village tour
• Bangkok city tour
• 5 breakfasts, 2 lunches and 2 dinners

US$589 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel dates. Does not 
include airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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NEW MEMBERS CAN

200
300
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Access to  
DreamTrips 

DreamTrips 
Concierge

Automatic 
Flight Accident 

Insurance2

Net Rates

Price 
Pledge

World-class 
Booking Engine

Our RateShrinker2 

Technology

Your Entire Household 
on One Membership

An In-destination  
Support Team  

Member on 
Most DreamTrips

Earn Travel

Actual DreamTrips Photo: Vienna, Austria

Botswana 
US$74.99/month 
US$304.99/initial

Kenya 
US$74.99/month 
US$304.99/initial

South Africa 
US$86.24/month 
US$350.74/initial

Uganda 
US$74.99/month    
US$304.99/initial

Zimbabwe 
US$74.99/month    
US$304.99/initial

DreamTrips Platinum Membership

+ 305 Points upon Enrolment
+ 900 Points on Anniversary Date

Membership prices are inclusive of each country’s VAT tax rate.

For more information on your benefits and how to access 
them, log in to DreamTrips.com, click Perks at the top of 
the page, and select Let’s go for your desired benefit.



Exclusive Platinum-only DreamTrips
While all our DreamTrips are world-class, Platinum DreamTrips take the experience 

to a completely different level, offering the most distinctive traveller-elite 

properties and one-of-a-kind adventures. These DreamTrips, available only to 

Platinum Members, take everything that’s made DreamTrips the leading travel 

community in the world and make it that much better.

Imagine even more upgraded travel experiences 
accompanied with the highest-level signature 
benefits exclusively for you.

Upgraded DreamTrips Experiences
We love being treated like a VIP.  In addition to the standard activities and inclusions, 

these upgrades can include special excursions, spa discounts, resort credits, 

discounted upgrades when available and more.
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Apply More Points
Platinum Members can apply 50% more DreamTrips Points  

towards Reward DreamTrips.

Early Access to All DreamTrips
Exclusively view and book DreamTrips up to 7 days before other members, This way you 

can book nearly any trip you want even if it’s a popular sport, adventure, or luxury trip.

DREAMTRIPS
PLATINUM



Cape Town, South Africa
3-day, 2-night stay at Premier Hotel Cape Manor
Includes:
• Full-day Cape Point tour
• 2 breakfasts, 1 lunch and 2 dinners

US$259 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. 
Prices vary on travel dates. Does not include airfare. 
DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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NEW MEMBERS CAN

125
188



Orlando, Florida
8-day, 7-night Eastern Caribbean cruise 
aboard the Carnival Magic®

Includes:
•  Complimentary breakfast, lunch, dinner 

and snacks
• 2 pools and 4 whirlpools/hot tubs
• Adults-only retreat
• 5 breakfasts, 3 lunches and 5 dinners

US$499 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel dates. 
Does not include airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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NEW MEMBERS CAN

125
188



How do my DreamTrips Points work?
You can apply DreamTrips Points  
towards DreamTrips to reduce the  
out-of-pocket cost.

How many points can I use per DreamTrip?
Each DreamTrip will specify how many points you can apply 

for that trip. To be clear, it’s not per-person; it’s the total 

amount you can redeem towards the total cost of booking 

the DreamTrip. Just look for this icon: 

For example: If a DreamTrip is US$500 per person and 

the icon says you can apply 200 points, then out of pocket 

you’d only pay US$800 if you are booking the DreamTrip for 

yourself and one adult guest.

Remember, Platinum Members can apply 50% more 

DreamTrips Points per trip. When you’re logged in, the icon 

will display the correct number of points based on your 

membership level.

+ 173 Points upon Enrolment
+ 492 Points on Anniversary Date

+ 305 Points upon Enrolment
+ 900 Points on Anniversary Date

We want you to get the most value out of your membership and create your own DreamTrips moments. 
DreamTrips Points are designed to help you travel sooner. You’ll be awarded points immediately upon 
joining and will continue to accrue points as you pay your monthly membership fees. Accumulating and 
redeeming your points is simple.

Membership prices are inclusive of each country’s VAT tax rate. 
See DreamTrips Rewards programme Terms and Conditions for full details. 

Botswana 
US$40.98/month 
US$172.99/initial

Kenya 
US$40.98/month 
US$172.99/initial

South Africa 
US$47.13/month 
US$198.94/initial

Uganda 
US$40.98/month    
US$172.99/initial

Zimbabwe 
US$40.98/month    
US$172.99/initial

Botswana 
US$74.99/month 
US$304.99/initial

Kenya 
US$74.99/month 
US$304.99/initial

South Africa 
US$86.24/month 
US$350.74/initial

Uganda 
US$74.99/month    
US$304.99/initial

Zimbabwe 
US$74.99/month    
US$304.99/initial

GOLD

PLATINUM

150
225

DREAMTRIPS
POINTS



Earn DreamTrips Points you can apply towards 
holidays for doing things you already do. 
You already tell friends about things you love. Refer  

your friends and we’ll reward you with DreamTrips Points 

for each initial purchase based on the membership  

level they choose.

Did you know you can get your  
monthly fees waived?
To thank you for sharing the DreamTrips Membership with 

people you care about, DreamTrips will waive your monthly 

fees once four of those people have joined DreamTrips as 

new members. To learn more about how this programme works and  

the number of new members required to have your fees waived,  

please visit DreamTrips.com.

 

But don’t worry! Even though your fees are waived, you will receive a monthly deposit for the points  

you would have accrued if you had been paying fees every year on your anniversary date.

Do my points expire?
Once your points mature, you’ll have one year to apply them by booking a DreamTrip. You don’t have to take the trip, 

just book it. Remember, to thank you for your continued loyalty every year, your available DreamTrips Points will be 

replenished when your monthly points mature.

Can I use DreamTrips Points to books flights, cars, hotels, etc.? 
No. DreamTrips Points can be applied only towards DreamTrips.

 POINTS  POINTS

friend friend

GOLD PLATINUM

75 150
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IMAGINE DINING YOUR WAY 
TOWARDS A DREAMTRIP 
WITH DREAMTRIPS LOCAL. 

You already eat out and look for entertainment 
options, so why not earn your way towards a holiday 
while you’re doing it? We’ve launched a programme 
called DreamTrips Local in select cities and we’ve 
continued to expand it around the world.  

Browse a list of world-class restaurants and 
entertainment venues, enjoy the finest food and 
get a VIP DreamTrips Member experience at select 
locations. And when you pay your bill, you can  
earn DreamTrips Points based on a percentage of that 
bill, which will go into your DreamTrips Cloud to apply 
towards future Reward DreamTrips. 

EARN HOLIDAYS WITH DREAMTRIPS LOCAL 



USE THE DREAMTRIPS APP TO FIND 
PARTICIPATING RESTAURANTS AT 
HOME OR WHILE TRAVELLING

CONNECT WITH  
US TODAY
 @DTLocal
 @DTLocal.afr
 @DTLocal
 @DTLocalAfr
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Naivasha, Kenya
3-day, 2-night stay at Enashipai Resort & Spa
Includes:
•  Lake Naivasha boat ride to Crescent Island 

with snacks and a walk with animals 
• Sundowner welcome reception
•  Complimentary entrance to  

Wave Nightclub
•  2 breakfasts, 2 lunches and 2 dinners

US$249 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel dates. Does not 
include airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.
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NEW MEMBERS CAN

125
188
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Guizhou, China
6-day, 5-night stay at 4 hotels in Guizhou, China

2 nights at Hotel Pullman Guiyang, 1 night 
at Zhang Jiang Bu Luo Hotel, 1 night at 
Grand Metropark Resort Kaili and 1 night 
at DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Anshun

Includes:
• Full-day tours of Libo, Kaili and Anshun
• Full-day scenic tour
• 1 surprise souvenir per person

US$889 per person

Price is per person based on double occupancy. Prices vary on travel dates. Does not include 
airfare. DreamTrips Points are used per booking.

NEW MEMBERS CAN

200
300
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Now that you’re aware of 
all the exciting components 
of your new DreamTrips 
Membership, don’t you 
think it’s time to check off 
some bucket-list items? 

Let’s get some pictures  
of you with your new  
You Should Be Here!® sign 
on an upcoming DreamTrip. 
There are so many types  
of trips to choose from.
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1Most prices based on 2 adults per room. Airfare not included. Trips shown are offered by Rovia and illustrative only. WorldVentures does not guarantee that these  
  specific or similar trips are currently available.
2Terms and Conditions apply. For details see DreamTrips.com.
3RateShrinker does not apply to ticketless carriers and does not include any change fees.
4If booked through our preferred travel vendor. For details see DreamTrips.com. 

WorldVentures, DreamTrips, Rovia, You Should Be Here and all associated logos and designs are trademarks of WorldVentures Holdings, LLC. © 2018 WorldVentures  
Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorised use is a violation of applicable laws. WorldVentures Marketing South Africa (Pty) Ltd. Suite 105, First Floor, Block B, 
Cresta Junction, Corner Beyers Naude and JUDGES Ave, Cresta 2194. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play is a trademark of Google Inc. Other company and product names mentioned herein may be  
trademarks of their respective companies.
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Book Your DreamTrip Now
on Your DreamTrips app 
or at DreamTrips.com.

CONNECT WITH US TODAY
 @DreamTripsOfficial  |   @DreamTrips  |   @DreamTripsOfficial 

   @DreamTripsOfficial  |   DreamTripsGo



“The world is a book, and those 

who do not travel read only one page.”

—St. Augustine


